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Abstract. We introduce the concept of sandwich set of two fuzzy matrices.By using the 
new concept of sandwich set, we provide a method for finding a semi inverse of max-min 
product of fuzzy matrices.  
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1. Introduction 
Generalized inverse of matrices and its applications are studied by Rao and Mitra[3]. 
        Ren et.al[4] introduced the concept of sandwich sets of matrices. By using the 
sandwich sets of matrices, they provided an effective method for finding a semi inverse 
of product of two matrices. 

The Fuzzy matrices are successfully used when fuzzy uncertainty occurs in a 
problem. Fuzzy matrices become popular for last two decades. 

In 1977, Thomasan [5] initiated the study on convergence of powers of fuzzy 
matrices. Kim and Roush [1] gave a systematic development to fuzzy matrix theory. 
They introduced various inverses of a fuzzy matrix. Also, they gave algorithms to find 
the inverse and generalized inverse of a given fuzzy matrix. It is well known that, semi 
inverse exist for a complex matrix [2],whereas for a fuzzy matrix,this need not be true. 
On this line, we establish that, if A  has a semi inverse and B  has a semi inverse, then 
AB  has a semi inverse with some conditions. 

2. Prelimineries 
A fuzzy algebra is a mathematical system ,.),( +F  with two binary operations '+' and '.' 

defined on the set F  by ),(= bamaxba +  and ),(=. baminba . By a fuzzy matrix, we 
mean a matrix over a fuzzy algebra.Here we confine with matrices over a fuzzy algebra 

[0,1]=F  under the max-min operation and with the usual ordering on real numbers.  

Definition 2.1. [2] Let mnF  denote the set of all nm×  fuzzy matrices over F . If ,=nm  

in short we write .nF    

Definition 2.2. [2] Let mnijaA F∈)(=  and mnijbB F∈)(= . Then the matrix 

mnijij bamaxBA F∈+ }),{(=  is called the sum of A  and .B   
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Definition 2.3. [2] For mpijaA F∈)(=  and ,)(= pnijbB F∈  the max-min product 

.}}),{{max(= mnkjik
k

baminAB F∈   

  
Definition 2.4. [2] A matrix nA F∈  is said to be invertible if and only if there exists 

nB F∈ such that .== nIBAAB   

  
Definition 2.5. [2] A square matrix is called a permutation matrix if every row and every 
column contains exactly one 1 and all the other entries are 0.  

  

Definition 2.6. [2] A fuzzy matrix A  which satisfies the relation AA =2  is called 
idempotent fuzzy matrix. Let E  be the set of all nn×  idempotent fuzzy matrices, that is 

}.,=/{= 2
nEEEE FE ∈   

 
Proposition 2.7. (pp32[2]) Let nA F∈ . A  is invertible if and only if A  is a permutation 

matrix.In this case, the transpose TA  is the unique inverse of .A    
  

Definition 2.8.  [2] For mnA F∈  if there exists nmX F∈  such that 

AAXA=  and (2.1),=XXAX  then X  is called a semi inverse or {1,2}  inverse of ,A  

denoted by .−A  We denote the set of all{1,2}  inverses −A  of a fuzzy matrix A  by 

).(AF   
  

3. Main Results 
In order to obtain a semi inverse for product of fuzzy matrices , we now introduce the 
following:  
 
Definition 3.1. Suppose that ,E  F  are idempotent fuzzy matrices of order n. Then we 

call }===|{=),( EFEGFandGFGGEGFES E∈ ,the sandwich set of fuzzy 

matrices E  and .F   
 

 The sandwich set of fuzzy matrices have the following properties.  
 

Proposition 3.2. (i) ),( FES  defined above is non empty. 

(ii) 1=),( FES  if and only if HGGH =  for any ).,(, FESHG ∈  

(iii) For any E∈E , ),( EES  contains a unique idempotent fuzzy matrix E , i.e 

}.{=),( EEES   

(iv) Suppose that I  is the usual identity fuzzy matrix,then ),( IIS  contains a unique 

identity fuzzy matrix .I   
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Proof. (i) It is clear that, for any two idempotent fuzzy matrices nFE F∈, ,its product 

EF  is also a fuzzy matrix of order n . Assume that a {1,2}  inverse of EF  exists. Let it 

be P , i.e )(EFP F∈ , FPEG = . Then we have  

.==)(=.=2 GFPEEPEFPFFPEFPEG  

     So that, G  is an idempotent fuzzy matrix. Also, by Definition 3.1 and formula (2.1)
we can see that, 

.===))((=).(= 2 GFPEFPEEEFPEFPEGE  

GFPEPEFFFPEFFG ==)(=)(=  

and EFEFPEFFFPEEEGF =)()(=)(=  since ).(EFP F∈  

This proves that ),( FESG∈  
and hence the proof is complete.  

(ii) First, let 1=),( FES . Let ),( FESG∈  which implies G  is idempotent. 

⇒  GGGG ==. 2   
⇒  HGGH =  for any ).,(, FESHG ∈   

On the other hand, let HGGH =  for any ).,(, FESHG ∈  Then by the Definition 3.1,it 

is evident that E∈HG,  such that GFGGE ==  and .= EFEGF  Also 

HFHHE ==  and .= EFEHF  This implies,  

.==.=))((=)(=)(=)()(= 2 GGGGFGGEGEFGGEHFGFGHGEGHG  
By the same way  

HHGH =  
Therefore 

.=)(=)(====)(=)(== 22 HHHGHGHGHGHHGGHGHGGGHGG  

This proves that 1.=),( FES   

(iii) Suppose that, ),( EESG∈ . Then by the Definition 3.1, we have 

GGEEGEEEGE ==,== 2 . Hence GGEEEGE ==)(= . 

Thus, ),( EES  contains a unique idempotent fuzzy matrix.  

(iv) Suppose that, I  is the usual identity fuzzy matrix, from (iii), ),( IIS  contains a 

unique identity fuzzy matrix .I  
 

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that mnA F∈ and npB F∈  such that )(AA F∈−  and 

)(BB F∈−  . Then )(ABGAB F∈−−  for any ).,( −−∈ BBAASG   

Proof. AA−  and −BB are both idempotent fuzzy matrices. Taking FEBBAA == −− . 
Then by using the Definition 3.1, for any ),( FESG∈ , we have 

BGEAEBFGABAAGBBAABGABAB )(=)(=)()(=))()(( −−−−
 

BEGFABBBGAAABBBGAAAAGB )(=)()(=)()(== −−−−
 

.=))((== ABBBBAAAAEFB −−  
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On the other hand, 
−−−−−−−−−− AFGGEBGABBAAGBGABABGAB ))((=))((=))()((  

                                      .== 2 −−−− GABAGB  

Thus by the semi inverse of a fuzzy matrix, we can see that ).(ABGAB F∈−−   

Corollary 3.4.  Suppose that mnA F∈  and npB F∈ . If )(AA F∈−  and )(BB F∈−  

such that EBBAA == −− . Then )(ABAB F∈−− .  

Proof. BAABBAABABAB ))((=))()(( −−−−  

BAE2=  
AEB=  since AA−  and −BB  are fuzzy idempotent matrices. 

BBBA )(= −  

.= AB  

Also −−−−−−−− ABBAABABABAB ))((=))()((  
−− AEB 2=  

−−EAB=  
−−− AAAB )(=  

.= −− AB  
Hence, by the definition of the semi inverse of a fuzzy matrix, we have  

)(ABAB F∈−− .  

Corollary 3.5.  Suppose that mnA F∈  and npB F∈ . If )(AA F∈−  and )(BB F∈−  

such that IBBAA == −− . Then −− AB  is a semi inverse of .AB   

Proof. .=))((=))()(( ABBAABBAABABAB −−−−  

Also, .=))((=))()(( −−−−−−−−−− ABABBAABABABAB  

Hence, by the definition of the semi inverse of a fuzzy matrix, we have −− AB  is a semi 
inverse of AB .  
 
Corollary 3.6.  (i) If A  is an invertible fuzzy matrix of order n  with the inverse TA  and 

npB F∈ ,then for any )(BB F∈− , ).(ABAB T
F∈−  

(ii) If mnFA∈ and B  is an invertible fuzzy matrix of order n  with the inverse TB , then 

for any )(AA F∈− , )(ABABT
F∈− .  

Proof. (i) Consider,   

.=

)(=

))((=)(

AB

BBBA

BAABBAABABAB TT

−

−−

 

Also,   
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.=

)(=

))((=))()((

T

T

TTTT

AB

ABBB

ABBAABABABAB

−

−−

−−−−

 

 Hence, )(ABAB T
F∈− . 

(ii) It is similar to (i).  
 
Corollary 3.7.  Suppose that 1mA F∈  and pB 1F∈ . Then for any )(AA F∈−  and 

)(BB F∈− , the product −− AB  is a semi inverse for AB .  

Proof. It is obvious that, the fuzzy sandwich set ),( −− BBAAS  contains a unique 

element 1.  
 
4. Conclution 
We extended the concept of sandwich set of two real matrices to the concept of sandwich 
set of two fuzzy matrices. By using the new concept of sandwich set, we provided a 
method for finding a semi inverse of max-min product of fuzzy matrices.  
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